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SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF POND FISHERIES
M. Sekendar Khan*

ABSTRACT
Fishery resource development in pond represent two separate issues. One related to bringing
ponds into use and the other relate to raising the existing traditional fish farming practices to a semi-intensive level. We have analysed the pond ownership and pond use types as the two most important
factors affecting the fishery use of pond. The latter part of the essay explain the role of different factors in
raising the intensity of fish farming. The discussion evidently suggests that family income, level of education,
type of ownership are important socioeconomic factors affecting utilization of ponds for fish farming.
Other important factors are size of pond and stocking rate. Cultural factors and marketing facilities
also affect fish farming in ponds.

I. INTRODUCTION
There is consensus among experts on pisciculture that the potential for fish production in
ponds and tanks in Bangladesh is very great. The development of tank resources does not
require importation of sophisticated capital intensive technology and can rely on skills
and resources built up within Bangladesh. Tank development is rather a labour intensive and
highly productive activity. Furthermore, the work can be so scheduled as to supplement
labour demand in relatively slack crop seasons. For example, tank excavating and cleaning can
occur during the dry and filling during the monsoon periods when other activities are almost
nil.
Inspire of all facts favouring utilization of these resources for fish production they remain
neglected. Dumont (1973) described this syndrome as a situation of "so much to be dote and
so many hands remaining idle" in his oft-quoted report - A self-reliant Rural
Development Policy for the Poor Peasantry of Sonar Bangladesh. It is, however, important to
note that reclamation of these resources and putting them to continuing use for fish
production are two facets of the same problem. The urge for making productive
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